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The transformation of northwestern European social democracy from a
reformist workers' movement inro a social reform movement with pre
dominantly workers' support can generally be situated in the intcrwar 
period. After the short revolutionary wave at the end of the First World War, 
reformism had again established itself firmly by the early l 920s as the dom
inant ideological current within che social-democratic parties in northwestern 
Europe. By the end of the First World War, reformism had succeeded in 
gaining a primary political objective: Lmiversal (or at least universal male) suf
frage, which would give social-democratic patties, so they expected, the 
parliamentary power co bring about reforms. Effective parliamentary gov
ernment participation was achieved in a number of European countries, 
most notably of course in Weimar Germany. Based theoretically mainly on 
Bernstein revisionism, the reformists were convinced, with regard ro polit
ical economy, that the gradual improvement of conditions for industrial 
organised workers through a combination of parliamentary action and trade
union organising, together with a tendency within the capit.:'llist economy 
towards concentration and rationalisation, would inevitably lead to a social
ist society in the longer run. 1 

The global economic crisis beginning in 1929 put an end to these 
reformist convictions and posed a dilemma for the social-democratic par
ties throughout western European countries. The reformist programme had 

no solutions to offer for tbc rapidly deepening economic crisis and the 
accompanying deterioration of conditions and standard of living for the 
working class as a result of mass unemployment and large-scale wage cuts. 
Politically, the reformist social-democratic parties faced !,'Towing competi
tion from radkal parties on both the left (revolutionary socialists and 
communists) and the extreme right (fascists and national socialists). With 
respect ro economic theory, the reformists bad based themselves predomi
nantly on the classical Austrian school of economics, an economic theory 
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incapable of providing an effective policy to solve the severe problems of 
rhe time. Economists from various sides, social democrats as weli as orhcrs, 
started suggesting various degrees of counter-cyclical economic interven
rion by the state, Keynes of course being the most influential. At the same 
time, economists of various ilk showed a growing interest in forms and 
degrees of economic planning as a way to control the cyclical and chaotic 
nature of capitalist cconomy.2

1\mong social democrats in a number of smaller European countries, espe
cially in Bdgium and the Netherlands, the ideas of the Belgian Hendrik de 
�[an became very influential. Based on a theoretical and ideological founda
rion which was explicidy intended to go beyond Marxism, he advocated the 
dcvdopmem of a 'Labour Plan' which would, among other things, regulate 
production by what was called 'socialisation of the power of control (over pro
duction)', create employment through large-scale public works, and implement 
an active economic policy chat induJccl deficit spending t1nd a close control 
of business cycles. Plan-socialism, or Pianism as it came to be labelled, rapiclly 
became an important current within the social-democratic movemc:nt from 
the early l 930s--especially in Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerland, 
where 'Labour Plans' were developed by the social-democratic parties.' 

Tbe actual political success of Pianism before the Second \X-'orld War 
remained very limited, but a counter-cyclical and state-interventionist eco
nomic poltcy co ensure social secmity did prove very successful during and 
after the Second \Vorld War, in the form of what became Labelled as social 
Keyncsia111sm. i\s 1\farccl van der Linden notes, Keynesianism offered 
social democracy important advantages. First, it allowed control over the 
economy via the state from abo\·e: by managing the unemployment rate;: and 
the income distribution without affecting priv:1te ownership of the means 
of production, a reconciliation between socialism and the market, and 
between entrepreneurs and workers, became;: possible. At the same time, 
Keynesianism showed that incn:asing consumption among broad segments 
of rhe population could stimulate economic growth, and thus provided an 
economic justification for a more egalitarian outlook on society. This eco
nomic growth also enabled governments Lo spend part of tbe social product 
on expanding :;ociaJ sen·iccs without disrupting the economic balance.� 
r\lth.ough it took a bit longer for social Keynesian.ism to be c;xplicitly 
acknowledged by most European social-democratic parties as their ideology, 
it was adopted as economic policy by a growing number of northern 
European countries from the mid l 930s onward.5 Moreover, the economic
policy in Roosevelt's New Deal as well as in Nazi Germany offer some ob\·i
ous resemblances to social Keynesianism.6 
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Intellectuals and social Keynesianism 

The development of social Keynesianism into the dominant paradigm of 
economic policy followed a variety of trajectories in the various \'(,'estcrn 
European social-democratic parties. 

f n this development, intellectuals from various nationalities have played 
a pivotal role. These included dedicated social democrats as well as social 
Liberals, such as Keynes himself and John Kenneth Galbraith. Obviously, the 
leading part among these intellectuals was played by economists: develop
ments in economics were a central precondition for the formulacion and 
realisarjon of Keynesian economic policy and, thus, for the programme of 
social Keynesian.ism.7 

Among them, the Dutch economist Jan Tinbergen (1903-94) takes a 
prominent posjrion, both nationally and internationally. Tinbergen is 
undoubtedly the most famous economist to hail from the Netherlands. He 
was one of the founding fathers of econometrics, pioneer of the theory of 
macro-economic modeUing and the theory of economic policy in a mixed 
economy, co-winner of the first Nobel prize for economics (in 1969, 
together with his Norwegian colleague Ragnar Frisch), and for many years 
the most cited Dutch economist. Tinbergen was not only highly esteemed 
among his colleagues, but also known to the public, both nationally and inter
nat.ionally, as a t.ireless advocate for a more equal and fair distribution of 
wealth between the Pirst and the Third World. 

Tinbergen was also a lifelong social democrat. From the I 930s he 
became increasingly influential within Dutch social democracy as the lead
ing expert in the field of economic policy and economic order . .t\s the 
author of numerous publications in che social-democracic press, and as 
intellectual originator of the Dutch Labour Plan, he can be described as the 
main theorist, or ideologue, of the specifically Dutch variant of pre-war 
Pianism. Through his work on macro-economic modelling for the League 
of Nations, he also became a leading theorisL of international stature on 
counter-cyclical and staLc-imerventionisL economic policy, even more so 
rhrough his famous debate with Keynes on the value of statistical testing 
of business-cycle theories. After the Second World War he became, as archi
tect and first c[jrector of the Dutch Central Planning Bureau, the Dutch 
government's main advisor on economic po[jcy. Jn this capacity he helped 
to shape the Dutch postwar welfare state, b) purring into practice the the
ory of economy policy he himself had developed, and which he taught, as 
professor at the Netherlands School of Economics in Rotterdam, to gen
erations of economists. 
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ln mis article, l will sketch the origins and development of Tinbergen's 
thoughts on economic policy, economic order and social engineering in the 
context of Dutch and international social-democratic ideology in the period 
1930-50. Subsequently 1 analyse to what extent his ideas have affected the 
Dutch and international social-democratic ideology of the period. I will try 
to show that Tinbergen's ideas on the optimal economic order, on the role 
of economics in engineering social change and in achieving this optimal 
order, and his view on the role of the state in the economy have been among 
the fundamental bLtilding blocks of the ideology of social Keynesian.ism and, 
therefore, of postwar social-democratic ideology. 

ln the concluding section, I will put Tinbergen and his development as a 
soda/is! intellectual i.nto the broader perspective of the relationship between 
intellectuals and the socialist movement. 1n recent social theory and histo
riography, this relationship has been given renewed attention: the work by 
Radhika Desai on the history of social-democratic intellectuals in the British 
Labour Party and the roots of the Labour-SDP split, and Ron Eyerman's 
insightful smdy of the modern inceJlcctual as historical category will serve 
here as useful sources of reference.8 In this way, I aim to analyse first, to
what extent Tinbergen can be categorised as a typical socialist 'expert-intel
lectual', and secondly, how his use of a socialise-inspired concept of 
rarionaliry, and of the mathematical methods and language of current, pos
itivist science enabled him to carve ouc a particular influemial position for 
the modern economist as expert advisor ro the state.9 

The path towards econometrics 

Tinbergen was born in 1903 into an intellectual professional 1t1ilie11: both his 
parents were trained teachers. [·•-Iis parents were members of the Remonstrant 
Church-a small protestant denomination, which counted a large number 
of intellectuals and professionals among its membership. Albert Jolink, 
Tin bergen's biographer, describes the Tinbergen family as socially concerned, 
and although his parents were not politically active themselves, it seems Jan 
learned commitment to social issut:s at his mother's knee.10 During his high
school years, the atrocities of the First World War, as well as the promise of 
a better society that the Russian Revolution seemed to carry, left a lasting 
impression on him, and like many of his generation, he was drawn to the 
socialist movement. At the age of nineteen, he joined the Dutch social
democratic Party, the S01\P. 

At an early age, his extraordinary talents for mathematics and physics had 
become apparent, making physics the obvious choice for an academic study. 
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He srudied physics in Leiden with the famou.'\ theoretical physicist Paul 
Ehrenfesr, who quickly noticed Tiabergen's talents, and invited him to 
become one of bis assistants. Meanwhile, Tinbcrgen becarnt: active in the 
social-democratic student movement SDSC, as editor of and regular con
tributor to Jts periodical Kentiri,�g. 1 lc also contributed to cducatmnal anti 
vocational training programmt:s of the A rbcickr Jeugtl Cmtmle (tht: SDAP 
youth organisation), and of the Leidsc Vo/kshuis (People's Home), an micia
dvc of the local Toynbee movcment.11

Wbilc Tinbergen's choice to study physics was a logical srep given his 
extraordinary talent in mathematics and physics, it mt1st soon have become 
clear to him that physics was not the field in which a young socialist i□tel
lectual coulJ most effectively put his commiU11ent to social issues into 
practice. Rhrenfest seems to have been a major and cluaJ in fluencc on 
Tinbergcn in this respect: first, in rhe particularly rigorous approach to sci
emific training he offered his srudcnr. As Marcel Boumans has shown, 
Tinbergen wok from his training as a physicist especially the application of 
mathematics as derived from classical mechanics, in which not so much the 
technical details but rhe essence of the mat.hematical argumentation 
rnunted.12 But in Tinbergen's adoption of economics as the field where sci
entific training aod knowledge cvuld best be put into pracuc1: for the bem�fit 
of sooety, Ehrenfest and his wife also seem to have played a major role. 

Ideologically, Tinbergen was, like many of his generation of social-demo
cranc srudems, strongly influenced by Hendrik De Man who, from the early 
1920s, introduced a fundamental revision of Marxism. According to De Man, 
the ethical monve, not the economic one, was the prime argument for the 
working class and for progressive intellectuals LO turn to socialism. 13 This eth
ical motive, the:: convicuon that social incl1ualiry needed w be opposed and 
solved, was predominam in Tinbergen's views on socialism and economy from 
his earliest writings onward. To what extent thls ethical motive found its od
gins in his religious background (he remained a member of the Remonstrant 
Church throughout his life) is hard to estabhsh. Although a parallel with reli
!-,'lOllS socialism seems obv1olls, 1t 1s important to note that Tiobergen never 
explicitly or intentionally associated huusclf with this current in Dutch social
ism, which he apparently found roo anti-rational and free-Ooating. 1•1

As a convinced pacifist, Tinbergen had conscientious objections against 
military service a□d, afrer finishing his physics studies in 1925, he refuse<l to 
be drafted. t\s a result of the newly inlroduced Draft Resisters /\et, he w.1s, 
through the intervention of his father, eventually pur to work at the Central 
Bureau for Statistics (CBS) 10 fulfiJ his aht.:rnadvc nacionaJ service. 1\r rhe CBS, 
he would work with the rcctnt.ly created department for business cycle 
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research-with hindsight, a decisive step in his career. Combining his sci
entific training as physicist and mathematician, as well as his own interest 
and study in economics, with the statistical work on business cycles within 
the CBS, be laid the groundwork for nis development into the main theo
rist of a new field: economic policy based on macroeconomic modelling. At 
the same time, he would become one of the founders of the new discipline 
of econometrics. Tinbergen obtained his PhD in l 929 with his dissertation 
A1inil111t111problelllet1 i11 de 11at1111rk1mde en de ekonomie (Minimum problems in 

physics and economics), in which he showed tht: analogy between a num
ber of economic and physics problems. While rounding off his training as 
physicist, he took his initial steps in economics. In L 929, he obtainec.l a reg
ular position at the CBS, wbjch he would keep until 1946. He started 
lecturing in mathematical statistics ar the University of Amsterdam in 1931. 
Two years later he was appointed extraordinary professor in statistics at the 
Netherlands School of Economics in Rotterdam. 

During his alternative service, Tinbergen self-consciously explored. his 
possible role as intellectual i.n the social-democratic movement. ln a L926 
letter to F. Wibaut, one of the leading social-democratic politicians and ide
ologues at tbe time, he asked: 'What type of useful work can someone, who 
has had an economic-statistical training, do for the socialist movement?' He 
indicated that he had switched from physics co economics and statistics 
'because of the conviction that the process of socialisation ... is in need of 
forces trained in economics for every further srep'.15 His talents for the
social-democratic cause were thus easily scouted by one of the leading inLel
lectuals of Dutch social democracy between the wars. From 1928 onward, 
Tinbergen published regularly on economics and socialist theory in the 
SDAP's main theoretical journal, De Socialistische Gids, soon joining its edi
torial board in l 929.16

I !is first contribmions Jjscussed the economic theory underlying the 
reformist mainstream within Dutch and international social democracy. 1n 
contrast to tbt: reformists who viewed the processes of cartelisation and 
rationalisation to be, in principle, a positive development from a socialist per
spective, Tinbeq�en was rather negative about these processes. Criticising the 
economic theory of the reformists, he argued that a much more mathe
matical foundation of economic theory was neecled. According to 
Tinbergen, real competitive capitalism had already ceased co exist since the 
First \'{ orld War, due to processes of concemration and monopolisation, 
economic empowermem of organisations, both of workers-trade unions 
-and of employers, and the beginnings of social welfare policies by the
state. All these developments had put an end to the real free working of the
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mechanism of supply and demand. These developments, however, could 
only work in the direction of a more socialist society if the state could 
actively control and direct economic policy through regulation. If not con
trolled and regulated by the state, these processes would only lead to a 
growing unfairness and inequality in society. The main task for the social
democratic movement, argued Tinbcrgen, was Lherefore lo develop 
'regulating principles', based on l'th;cal considerations of social jLtstice, to be 
applied by the state. The interventionist, regulating state became a central 
element in Tinbergen's thought. This intervention should also include wage 
base determination. Tinbergen deemed the trade unions' struggle for higher 
wages more negative than usual in mainstream social democracy: higher 
wages, in his view, induced employers to reduce tne costs of labour, which 
in turn led to an uncontrolled process of rationalisation. This resulted in a 
high structural unemployment from the early 1920s. 

\Xfhen around 1930 unemployment started to rise rapidly and the econ
omy stagnated in the severe recession commonly known as the Great 
Depression, the theoretical and ideological developments within the SDAP 
accelerated. \Whereas the reformist mainstream had no other solution to 
offer than fighting wage cuts to maintain the working class's purchasing 
power, Tinbergen argued that social democracy should consider the econ
omy-wide effects of its strategy. His ideas about regulating principles 
evolved into the concept of economic planning, which should then be a cen
tral instrument in social-democratic economic policy, to be realised in an 
economic order where the ownership of the means of production, at least 
in the first instance, remained unchanged. 

In 1933, the reformist mainstream was more and more forced onro the 
defensive, due to the dramatic developments in Germany, the rise of fas
cism in the Netherlands, internal conflicts in the Dutch party, and the 
deept.:ning of the economic crisis. In this climate, Tinbcrgen's ideas on eco
nomic planning and an active interventionist economic policy with deficit 
spending could gain momentum within Lhe party; they were endorsed by a 
growing number of the younger generation in particular. Following the 
Belgian example, the parry leadership decided in 1934 to have a Dutch 
Labom Pla1,1 drawn up. It contained as main elements a shorter-terrn policy 
of public works to create employment, in combination wirh a longer-term 
aim to achieve social security for everyone at a reasonable standard of liv
ing through a policy of economic planning and regulation of private 
enterprise in order ro smooth business cycles. 

When one compares the Dutch Labour Plan with Tinbergcn's many pub

lications in the early l 930s, it becomes clear how much he had prepared the 
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ground for a specifically Durch version of Planism. Nonetheless, 
Tinbergeo's biographer, Albertjoli.nk, has recently raist'd doubts ab()ul the 
cxcenc co which Tinbergen activdy participated in the actual preparation and 
formulation of the Dutch Plan. First, working as a civil servant at the CBS, 
the possibiliLies for lum overtly to deploy political activities for the oppo
sitional social-democratic parry were probably ljmited. But second, 
Tinbergen's orientat.ion was more incernaLional than that of most of the 
maiL1s trcarn sociaJ-democracic lcader5hip ac tht.: time. In the lace 1920s he 
scarred publishing in inrernacional academic journals in economics and 
came into contact with a growing number of economists working with 
m;wly developed concepts of economic modelling and planning. From 
1931 onwards he and \'qibaut were 111volvcd with an international network 
o( planiscs un<ler the umbrella of the lntcrnational lntlustr1a.l Relations 
Association/I□ternarional lndustrial Relations Institute (URA/URI). The 
expliw.ly national character of Lhc Dutch Plan was therefore an element to 
which Tinbcrgcn probably objected most: his own views no economic 
planning were much more inrcrnationally oriented rhan rhe formul:ttions 
in tbc Dutch Labom Plan. 1' Nevertheless, the Dutch Plan dearly bears the
marks of Tinbergcn in rhe t:ce>nnmic-theoretic:tl basis in which it was 
grounded, and, furthermore, in the extensive !'itarisucal foundadons of the 
argumentation. 

His dose friend Hein Vos was the main author of the Plan, and it is 
rhrough d1e1r co-operation that state-of-the-an economic ideas and theories 
could become applied 1n a plea for an active stare-interventionist, countt'r
cyclical economjc policy. The basic assumption both of the Dutch Plan and 
of Tinhergen's more internationalist Pianism was that an economic policy 
to solw tht: present economic c1isis and mass unemployment was possible 
without <lrasticaUy changing the economic order 1n the sense of who owned 
the means of procluccioo; only a (part) socialisation of the power of con
trol over produccion, through economic regulation by the stare, would be 
needed. 

With the breakthrough of Pianism, the original pursuit of �ocialisat.ioo 
leading eventually to a completely socialised economy, and thus to a social
ist society, was put inro a radically different pecspectivc. Plan.ism hatl clo�cd 
tbe gap that existed i.11 the 'old' reformist ideology becw<::cn rh�ory and prac
cice by focussing entirely on short-term soluLions for the prcsenl economic 
crisis. ldeologicaUy, the. socialist society became a much rnore distant, ,ind, 
above al.I, much more vaguely defined uhimarc goa.l. According ro Tinbcrgen 
in 'I 934, the precise form or such a socialised society could well be suhjccl 
to various fundamental changes along the way. HI Whereas reformism was still 
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based on a common Marxisl conviction that in the longer run the reaJisa
ti.on of a socialist society would be inevitable, Pianism led to a blurring of 
such a view of future society. 

The Marxist ideological framework was no longer valid for Tinbergen (if, 
indeed it ever had been), as for many of his generation. What can be found 
instead as ideologicaJ basis, is a mixture of two elements. First, there was a 
general ethical principle of social justice, whkh forTinbergen was the prin
ciple of distributive justice. The problem of a more equal and fair 
distribution always took a central place in Tinbergen's thought. For him, 
socialism had basically become the societaJ system of the most equitable dis
tribution. Second, he maintained that only through rational, scientific 
methods could the problems that stood in the way of this equitable distri
bution be analysed and solved. With Tinbergen, the primacy shifted from 
l'vlarxist theory to mathematically based, quantifiable positivist science. This 
could be labeUed as a 'sciemistic' ideology: the conviction that the social 
could be engineered and that social change can be effected by scientific 
means. 19 ;-\part from che faith Tinbergen put in science to achieve socialist
goals, he relied heavily on the stale ro ensure thar no special interest groups 
would dominate economic policy and organisation. 1n this, he remained 
frrmly in the 'statist' tradition of the previous generation of Dutch 
reformisrs.20

From Pianism to a mixed economy and a fair distribution 

Publication of the Dutch Labour Plan almosc immediately established 
Pianism as the leading ideological current within the SDA P. The ethical foun
dations of Pianism ran parallel with religious socialism, which became 
increasingly influential within the SDAP in the person of Willem Banning, 
who became one of the leading ideologues around the mid 1930s. The 
departure from the classical reformist-Marxist ideological foundations found 
its political realisation in the ambition to reform the SDAP inco a more 
broadly based progressive popular party, which would appeaJ to a larger and 
socially more diverse constituency. This doorhraak (breakthrough) materi
alised after the Second World War through the foundation of a new 
sociaJ-<lemocratic party: the Part!; JJall de Arheid. Tinbergen became one of 
the main ideologues of the new parcy, which would play a critical role in the 
postwar reconstruction of the Dutch economy. 

After the publication of the Dutch Labour Plan, Tinbcrgcn had devoted 
himself predominantly to his scientific work, in particular co the develop
ment of dynamic macro-economic models and their pract.icaJ application for 
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an active economic policy. In 1936, he presented the first dynamic macro
economic model for the Dutch economy, consisting of a system of 
mathematical equations, of which the coefficients had been estimated with 
advanced mathematical-sratistical techniques. The model could be used co 
trace the effects of various economic policy measures; thus, empirical test
ing- of what would be the most desirable economic policy became possiblc.21

Tinbergen's interest in the development of these macro-economic models 
was clearly not of a purely scientific nacure; he was primanly interested in 
the application of dynamic modelli11g co ensure that the best econom.ic pol
icy measures could be objectively and scientifically determined. 

A clear connection can thus be seen between Tinbergen's work on 
dynamic macro-economic modelling and the state-interventionist economic 
policy as promoted in Pianism. Central to the planjst ideas of economic pol
icy was acLive state interference with the economic process, within the 
existing framework of the capitalist economic order. The ability to analyse 
the economic process as precisely ::is possible would be essential for such an 
economic policy, so as to determine when, where and how the state could 
best intervene. Tinbergen's macro-economic modelling provi<led the instru
ment� for such an analysis. 

His work on macro-economic modelling was soon internationally noticed; 
b) then Tinbcrgen had already built an extensive international network
amongst mathematical economists, statisticians and business cycle analysts.
This led, inter alia, to his work for the League of Nations: in the period
1936-1938 he carried out extensive statistical and theoretical research to test
existing business cycle theories. This work confirmed Tinbcrgcn's interna
tional repucaLion, even more so when ir was reviewed by Keynes, which led
ro chc famous Kcynes-Tinbergen controversy over the value of advanced
mathematical-statistical methods in economics.22 In this debate, 1,eyncs
questioned the validity of Tinbergen's advanced statistical methodology to
tesL economic theory.

With Tinber!?:en's main attention directed coward the development of the 
theory of macro-economic modelling and the related mathematical-statis
tical methodology, less time and attention seemed to be left for involvement 
in social-democratic theory or politics. Grom his few statements on social
ise theory ::ifter 1935, a gradual redirection can nevertheless be discerned in 
his assessment of one of the central objectives in reformist socialist theory: 
socialisation. In 1933, he had still called socialisation one of the leading ptin
ciplcs of socialise theory, whereas in 1939 he seemed co have distanced 
himself from the idea thal socialisaLion was one of the basic, necessary prin
ciples of socialism.23 This redirect.ion in Tinbcrgen's lhought on socialist
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theory and the econom.ic or<ler was fu[thermore influenced by his experi
ence of the Second World War and the German occupation of the 
Netherlands, which especially for Tinbergen seems to have caused an enor
mous rupture. J\s a convinced pacifist, the impact the war and Nazi 
occupation made on him must have been particularly strong, even more so 
as it was only around 1944, he later rold Hein Vos, that he became convinced 
that Hitler could not win the war.24 Part of the result of this impact becomes 
manifest in De Les 1•an Dertigjaar (The Lesson of Thirty Years) published 
1944, in which he sketched his vision as economist on the desirable eco
nomic order after the war.25 The idea of a mixed economic order takes
central place in his vision of the future. Socialisation has now become for 
Tinbergen one of the possible means, instead of an ultimate objective. The 
m.ixed economy is no longer a transitional phase cowards the socialised soci
ety, but a permanent objective. Planning, regulation, and (limited forms of) 
socialisation are no longer means to their own end, but instruments that can 
be applied to realise general economic goals. 

These goals are, first of all, econom.ic growth: given the extent of mate
rial damage at the end of the war, lhis took absolute priority in order to 
provide a basic standard of living for everyone. Subsequently, a more equal 
distribution of income and wealth, leading to more social justice, became 
for Tinbergen a major objective of social-democratic economic policy. The 
extent to which the instruments of planning, regulation and socialisation 
should be applied was to be determined by the measuring rod of their suit
ability and efficiency cowards the given objectives of economic growth and 
greater equity. 

Economic efficiency thus became for Tinbergen the dominant criterion 
in determining the optimal economic order and organisation of society.1 Gs 
attitude towards the system of free enterprise became mLlch more positive 
rhan before the war. To achieve the objectives of social justice, cyclical sta
bility, full employment and a fairer distribution of income and wealtl,, it 
would remain necessary to have a certain degree of control and regwation, 
bul only to realise efficiency in an economic sense. This would, however, lead 
to a much more general macro-economic interference by the state than pre
war Pianism had in mind. 

1n addition to the economic considerations, there were also important 
political and ideological arguments at play in the assessment of which would 

be the most desirable economic system. Tinbergen's view was that persona! 
freedom would be better guaranteed in a system of free enterprise than in a 
system of total collectivist planning. In a crncial essay in Socialisme en De111ocratie 
(Socialism and De111ocmry), the sequel to the main prewar theoretical social-
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democratic journal, tellingly entitled 'De derde 1JJeg ('The third way'), 
Tinbergen connected his arg1.1ments in favour of a mixed economy with the 
great value attacbed to personal freedom in the cultural characteristics of 
European democracies. 'Given the degree of economic and cultural devel
opment ... neither the unboundedness of the American pioneer, nor the 
boundedness of the Russian state servant could bring the solution in 
Europe'.26 in Western Europe, a middle course should therefore be taken
between the extremes of East and West. This formed the basis of what 
became Tinbcrgen's convergence theory: the idea that a convergence 
between American-style capitalism and Soviet communism would be 
inevitable in the long run. 

With this redirection in bis opinion on socialisation, the desired economic 
order and necessary degree of planning and control, Tinbergen clearly 
diverged from the views of bi5 prewar Pianist companion Hein Vos. The 
latter became the first postwar minister of economic affairs in the short-lived 
Schermerhorn-Drees cabinet ( 1945-1946). ln this period, he tried to intro
duce at high speed an extensive package of dfrective economic policy 

measures that contained many elemencs of the prewar Pianist programme. 
Most of bis efforts in this direction failed, however, due to parliamentary 
resistance from Christian dernocrat5 and liberals. One of his proposals wrucb 
seem to be derived directly from the prewar Labom Plan was the founda
tion of tl,e Central Planning Bureau. Vos asked his old companion 

Tinbergen to draw up a plan for such ao organisacion and co become its 
director. After some hesitation-among others because be envisaged a polic
icalJy much more independent research organisat.ion-Tinbcrgen agreed, 

and started working in September 1945 at the CPB in it$ formative stage.27

A prolonged political struggle followed in the Dutch parliament (heavily 

coloured by strongly opposing ideological standpoints) over the objectives, 
role and competences of the newly formed Bureau. After a disappointing 

result for the newly formed Partij va11 dr A,beid in the first postwar elections 
in 1946, Vos was replaced as minister of economic affairs by a Christian 
democrat. The CPB became in the following year an advisory institute for 
the government's economic policy, designed to produce extensive advice on 
what came to be known as indicative planning. Contrary to its name, the CPB 
never LOok on the original role Vos had envisaged for the Bureau: a power
fol state organisation for directive planning, regulation and control of the 
economic process. 

The role played by Tinbergen in this debate is imriguing. The divergence 
between Tinbergeo's and Vos's views on the desired degree of planning and 
control by the State and on the interpretation of the most desirable economic 
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order never clearly came out into the open. More than forty years later, 
Ti.nbergen stated that he could not remember ha\-ing explicitly discussed 
these differences of opinion with Vos ac the timc.28 But comparing
Tinbergen's publications of this period on these issues with the economic 
policy actually chosen and the degree of state intervention in the postwar 
Dutel, economy, it becomes clear that it is Tinbergen's idea of a mixed econ
omy, much more than Vos's Pianism, that has been directional for Dutch 
social democracy in this period. Tinbcrgen's concept of a mixed economic 
order prm·ided the major basis for a growing consensus among social-demo
cratic, Christian democratic and liberal politicians, as well as among 
economists, about the most desirable business cycle policy, structural eco
nomic policy, and the necessary degree of state interference in the 
econorny.29 This implied global, strategic intervention by che state on a
macro-economic level to achieve a number of generally accepted socio-eco
nomic objecL.ives, tl,rough the means of indicative planning, provided by the 
CPH under Ti.nbcrgen's theoretical a.nd practical guidance. The Dutch eco
nomic policy of the period should therefore be characterised as 
'Tinbergenian', rather than Keynesian. 

The leading social-democratic ideologue in the Netherlands of the 1950s, 
Joop den Uyl, concluc.led in 1956 that regarding the theory of the economic 
order, the concept of the mixed economy had become the dominant the
ory among Western European socialists, and that Tinbergen could be 
considered as one of the major originators of this theory. Cnder the maxim 
'competition as far as possible, planning as far as necessary', the mixed econ
omy had now become the ultimate goal of the socialist movement, instead 
of an intermediate stage.30 The vcrv conditional wav in which the instru-

, ' 

mcnt of socialisation was phrased in the 1959 poli1kal programme of the 
Port-!; //all de Arheid can be seen as final confirmation of the reorientation of 
social-democratic economic tl1eory in a 'Tinbergenian' direction. 

From the mid-l950s Tinbergeo became influential in yet another field of 
social-c.lemocratic theoretical development. As tl,e economic order of the 
mi.xed economy proved successful to tl,e extent that in most Western
European nation states a basic level of social security for everyone could be
established, and the goal of full employment was achieved in the burgeon
ing modern welfare state, the social-democratic theorist started looking for
new horizons. A more equal and fair distribution of income and wealth, a.ncl
a greater equality of opportuniLics through ec.lucational reforms became new
issues. From the late 1940s, Tinbergcn made important contributions to this
new field in the theory of socialism in rhe modern welfare state. 31
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Socialist expert-intellectual as social engineer 

Implicit in the use of a hiogrn.phical perspective to analyse rbe influence of 
one person on the theoretical and ideological development of a whole polit
ical and social movement is the danger of overrating. But taking this bias 
into account, I would argue that an important pioneering role should be 
ascribed to Jan Tinbergeo in the development of social-democratic theory 
and ideology. Both in the transition from reformist-Marxist socialism to 
Pianism, and in the conversion of Pianism into a social-democratic ideol
ogy of the mixed economy and the modern welfare state, Tinbergen's 
contributions to cbc debates have proved directional for Dutch social 
democracy. 

J\foreover, Lhrough extensive international networks of fellow economists 
and econometrists, pianists, and social-democratic intellectuals in general, his 
influence is also clearly discernible at an international level, both on the 
development of the theory of economic policy in mixed economy, and on 
the development of the idea of the social responsibility, if not mission, of 
et{�age economists. The best support for this last observation can be found 
in the recent fierce criticism on the 'Tinbergenian' concept of social engi
neering from economist Deidre McCloskey in her recent The T /ices e

f 

Eco11ot11ists ( 1996). For McCloskey, who acknowledges Tinbergen as one of 
the genuine world figures in modern economics, he is the original repre
sentative of the most fundamental vice of modern economics: the iUusion 
of social engineering.32 

\X'hen we move from the individual biographical level to the broader per
spective of the relationship between intellectuals and the socialist movement 
to look at the position of the intellectual from a sociological or social the
ory perspective, the Grnmscian distinction between the traditional and 
organic intellectual is an obvious staring point. Taking Gramsci as her poinr 
of departure, Radhika Desai analyses the position of British intellectuals as 
typical traditional intellectuals who by the absence of an intdlectuaUy 
favourable culture among consen·atives were more or less automatically 
drawn to the Left, resulting i.n a historical context where 'the principal in tcl
lectual tradition tended to be progressive and critical, but not radically 
oppositional. Historically it functioned to incorporate the working class into 
the existing political system.' There are scriking similarities between 
Tinbergen's development into a social-democratic intellecwal and the story, 
as told by Desai, of a number of British intellectuals who were drawn to the 
Labour Party in the interwar years.33 The figure of Hugh Dalton in partic
ular makes an interesting comparison. Just like Tinbergen's position in the 
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Durch $Oc1nl-d.:mocrnnc pnrty, D.dton·s role ns n centrnl int�llecm•I influ
ence nn the l,nbour l¾r1;• stretches out from the carlv I 930s ncmss 1hc 
Second \Vorld \\'ar:4 11 ,vas Dalton, together with nnc nf his rupils, 
Dou11,bs Jn), whn nill'lptcd Keynes' mncro-ccnnnmic idc:M fnr nn ,tnri
cmplopncnt strntcgy for nm soc1:1hst, plnn1st purposes, in • way thnt WM 
vcn s1m1lru- to 'J ·u:,bcrv.cn's influence on the: D0tch Llbour l'lnn.1'

\nutltc, u11crc>U1'1g comparison cnn be made between Tmbcrgc:n's career 
n, ,, •;ocinfat 1mc:Uc:c1u,1J ,rn<l rhc tmjccm,, uf a typical c.,-pcrt 1n1dlccni.1I 
from "lnrw:1y: Rni,,nr Frisch, Tinbcrgcn'• ·rommck in nrms' in ,he· csmh
lishmcnt of cconnmctncs as new pnmdigm in cconomws. Besides his 
:tC"Orll·miC' work in rh(' J<"vdor,mc-or of ,:,connmetric-.s. he w;ic; :1niv,· a� nn t'CO· 

nnmic ndvi�nr for the Norwcginn l..1bour Pnr[)' from the 193tls. 111 this 
cnpnci[)' he explored how rigorous rc<tructunng of rhc econonw, ns pro 
posed hv the 1':nrweginn l.,bour P;1m 1n their Cris1' Programme of 1934, 
,hould be financed, nnd plnvccl nn imporr.101 ndvisorv role in the dtvd,1p· 
mcnt of the S)'S!em of ndmini,;rmtivc plnnnmg rh�t w:1> ,nrroducccl 1n 
Nof\l,'ay nfrer 194 5.16 

,\ more thcoreacnlly miormccl compnc1$0n can be mode, to conclude, if 
we n,rn to the work of Ron L:.ycri11,1n. · lb Jnnly>c the cmetgcncc of the moJ 
crn 1ntdJcctunJ ns J distinct historical c:1l.:gory I ,)erman develops ., 
thcorcocaJ framework m wluch tr.td1uon, role nnd context o.rc mterrdntcd 
,n ., drnnm,c process. By dt:Scnbmg four prntotyp1ca.l 1ntdlectunls 1n their 
rcspecU\'C historical nnd cultumf contc.\ls. he ,hows hvw they <lmw upon 
c::ustlng tmdmuns m the process oi construcung 3 new ,mcllcctwJ role, thnt 
of the expert intcllcctuol. Skctchm,11. rhe rcsp<"cuvc careers of John M•l'nard 
ls.em« 1n Brmun, \\'nltrr l.Jppmnnn 1n rhc L,ut«.1 Stntcs. nnd Uunnn, .,nd 
\I"• l\lyn.1.,1 in $we.Jen, l.:ycrm,m concludc:s thnt tl1cy were 'mrn·umcntal m 
con;m1cung a new 11neU,,ctu11J wle, tbe itcldemk •�!>"• l, l,11,c<l 01\" new rda· 
uonsh,p between tJ,e u1tdlcc1L1al and the st,He ... Many otJ1er examples could 
hu,·c been called upon. a, tJu, 111tdlculllll role ll:IS l>ccoa1e ccntmJ to tl1c fw·,c
LionJng of modem ,ocicty :u,d to uur w1<lcrs1.andiug u( tl,c Lt!ruJ 111/dlril11r1I

itsdf.'37 The en« of <.,unn.u nnd \Jva \lyrdal, in pnmcuhr, offers scakrng
SJmilanacs w1th Tmbe!J!.cn's traJecrorv tn this n:s11rd. Like Ttnbcrgcn. the 
,\lyrdal< jomc-d the st)Cutl dcmocrotlc r•ftl' earll• 1n th<'lr careers nn<l pnruc 
ipntcd JO both internal pohcy debates anJ 10 pubuc .Jiscu,Mons on the b,1>1' 
of thc1.c a.endemic cxpci,-u.se on economics nnd social science�, denvmg thc1 r 
,lr,l(umcnts from n rnaonnl, sc1cnt1fic worlJ ,1c\\c J3oth the M1rdals ,mu 
Tmbcrgcn plnvc<l • P"'Otnl role, 111 their =pecu, c contc"< uf n,iaonaf 
•.1JCinl dcmocrouc pohacs ,in,.l culture, 1n brin!(1ng abouL ,, pnra<l1gmnuc ,hilt 
in social <lemocratic pohcy nnd iueolugi, \I, 
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The analysis given in this article of Tinbergen's career as socialist intel

lectual and his development inro expert advisor on economic policy shows 
that not only could he serve well as another example of the new intellectual 

role Eyerman has defined, but that Tinbergen is archetypal for a specific ver
sion of Lhis role: the social-democratic cxpert-inrcllectual as socia.l engineer. 
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